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Photofragmentation of third-row hydrides following photoexcitation at deep-core levels
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The relaxation dynamics of HCl, DCl, H2S, and D2S following photoexcitation in the vicinities of the Cl and
S K-shell thresholds (;2.8 keV for Cl, ;2.5 keV for S! were studied by means of ion time-of-flight mass
spectroscopy. In all cases, the onset of pre-edge core-shell photoionization precedes the formation on reso-
nance of a significant amount of neutral hydrogen as well as postcollision-interaction effects above threshold.
Examination of the width of the H1 peak in spectra taken with the analyzer parallel and perpendicular to the
polarization vector of the incident light indicates that on resonance, the photofragmentation asymmetry param-
eter,b, is approximately two for HCl, and is clearly positive for H2S. @S1050-2947~98!08211-0#

PACS number~s!: 33.80.Gj, 33.80.Eh
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Time-of-flight mass spectroscopy and coincidence m
surements of atoms and molecules are relatively w
understood techniques@1–3#. Coupled with the high bright-
ness and high resolution of synchrotron-radiation~SR!
sources, these techniques have proven useful in elucida
some of the multitude of electronic and fragmentation de
pathways available to core-excited systems. To date, the
majority of these studies have concentrated on relaxatio
systems following excitation of a shallow-core electro
where shallow-core levels are those that can decay elect
cally only through interaction with valence-shell electro
~e.g., Cl 2p, Br 3d). In contrast, the present measur
ments focus on deep-core-level excitations~i.e., Cl 1s,
S 1s). Deep-core holes have shorter lifetimes and typica
relax through Auger decay to create shallow-core holes.
cause of this extra decay step, deep-core-excited sys
have a much wider array of pathways by which they c
relax and usually produce much more highly charged
sidual ions by means of a stepwise series of decays know
a vacancy cascade@4#.

Gas-phase HCl and H2S serve as interesting systems
study for a number of reasons. In both cases, the core-l
spectroscopy is well understood@5–7#, and electron-
spectroscopy measurements@8–12# following shallow-core-
level excitation have been performed. Both molecules
also isoelectronic with Ar for which ion-spectroscopy me
surements followingK-shell excitation are available@13–
15#, thus allowing a useful comparison between atomic a
molecular decay pathways. Because HCl and H2S are chemi-
cally identical to DCl and D2S, it is also useful to study the
deuterated systems in order to determine the changes in
mentation kinematics that result.
PRA 581050-2947/98/58~5!/3757~9!/$15.00
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I. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed using soft-x-ray
from beamline 9.3.1 at the Advanced Light Source~ALS! in
Berkeley, California@16–18#, and at the National Institute o
Standards and Technology/Argonne National Laborat
beamline X-24A at the National Synchrotron Light Sour
~NSLS! in Brookhaven, New York@19,20#. Beamline 9.3.1
at the ALS is a bending magnet beamline covering the 2
keV ~6–2 Å! photon-energy range. It provides a flux of 1011

photons s21 in a narrow bandpass (<0.5 eV) by means of a
two-crystal @Si~111!# ‘‘Cowan-type’’ monochromator. Fo-
cusing is provided by a pair of matched toroidal mirro
before and after the monochromator. At beamline X-24A
similar double-crystal monochromator provides a resolut
E/DE55000–10 000 in the 2–6-keV photon-energy rang
A toroidal mirror downstream from the monochromator pr
vides focusing, while a spherical mirror upstream collima
the beam and limits the amount of power incident on the fi
monochromator crystal. Both beamlines deliver a soft-x-
beam with a brightness of 1010– 1012 photons s21 mm22

mrad22 eV21.
Photon-energy calibration is achieved by scanning

monochromator through the 1s threshold region while moni-
toring the total-ion yield~Fig. 1! with the TOF analyzer.
Comparing features, particularly subthreshold resonance
these absorptionlike spectra to previously measured phot
sorption results@5–7# determines the photon energy with a
accuracy of60.2 eV. Calibration is checked periodicall
over the course of an experiment to compensate for sm
drifts (,1 eV) primarily caused by heating of the first cry
tals of the monochromators@20#.

The time-of-flight mass spectrometer~Fig. 2! is divided
3757 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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3758 PRA 58D. L. HANSEN et al.
by stainless-steel plates into five regions of differing wid
and electric field strength. In the center of each plate is
aperture covered with high-transmission~90%! conducting
wire mesh to minimize field distortions. The first regio
between the pusher plate and first grid, is referred to as
extraction region. It is here that a hollow grounded nee
serves as an effusive source of the gas under study.
pusher plate and first grid are held at approximately eq
but opposite voltages, providing a uniform electric field w
only a minimal distortion due to the needle.

The second, third, and fourth regions are referred to as
first-acceleration, drift, and second-acceleration regions,
spectively. As the names imply, the acceleration regions
areas of constant electric field through which the ions
accelerated, while the drift region is field-free. The fifth a
final region is a short, field-free buffer region immediate
before the microchannel plates~MCPs!, which serves to pre-
vent feedback into the extraction region of electrons p
duced by ion impact on the MCPs, thus minimizing nonph
toionization events.

The width and field strength of each region of the tim
of-flight mass spectrometer is optimized for the 656-ns
bital period of the ALS while maintaining spatial resolutio
through space focusing@1#. In addition, acceleration voltage

FIG. 1. Total-ion-yield spectrum for HCl.

FIG. 2. The ion time-of-flight mass spectrometer.
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and discriminator settings are selected to ensure uniform
tection efficiency for all ions and charge states@13#. The
ion-TOF mass spectrometer has apertures of 254 mm,
active diameter of the MCPs. Simulations suggest tha
nominal operating voltages, there is no discriminati
against ions created at the tip of the needle and ejected
pendicular to the analyzer axis with kinetic energies up to
eV. In order to determine the effect of ion angular distrib
tion on collection efficiency, ion-TOF data were taken wi
the axis of the analyzer both parallel(0°) andperpendicular
(90°) to the polarization vector of the SR. Branching rati
of ionic fragments from HCl and H2S are nearly identical for
the two analyzer orientations, indicating that angular d
crimination in the detection of ions, especially H1, is negli-
gible.

Ion detection is accomplished using two MCPs in a ch
ron configuration. The MCP signal is collected by a 50-V
matched-impedance conical anode~Galileo Corporation,
model TOF 2003!. The pulse from the conical anode is se
through a preamplifier, if necessary, then to a consta
fraction discriminator ~CFD!, which provides a time-to-
amplitude converter~TAC! with a logic pulse whose timing
is unaffected by the signal amplitude. The TAC serves a
nanosecond stopwatch to determine flight times of individ
ions with respect to the SR orbital pulse signal and outp
an analog signal to an analog-to-digital converter~ADC!
with amplitude proportional to the time difference betwe
the start and stop signals provided to the TAC. The AD
converts the signal to a digital number and transmits it t
multichannel analyzer.

The experimental setup was tested at the ALS. Results
Ar are shown in Fig. 3. Because of the double-bunch mo
of operation at the ALS, two spectra, indicated by lab
above or below the baseline, respectively, are observed.
time axis gives the correct flight times for peaks with lab
below the spectrum. Flight times for all peaks in the seco
spectrum~labels above! are shifted by1328 ns, the time
separation between two ALS bunches. The ultimate tim
resolution for the experiment can be determined from
widths of the prompt peaks resulting from light scatter
from the sample onto the detector. These peaks, which h

FIG. 3. Argon spectrum taken at a photon energy above
K-shell threshold~3205 eV! at beamline 9.3.1 during ALS two
bunch operation. See text for an explanation ofx-axis scaling.
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PRA 58 3759PHOTOFRAGMENTATION OF THIRD-ROW HYDRIDES . . .
a flight time near zero, have a full width at half maximu
~FWHM! of only 200 ps. The most intense peak in the sp
trum, Ar41, has a FWHM of 840 ps, while Ar71, the most
efficiently space-focused peak, has a 600-ps FWHM. T
high time resolution observed is a result of the excell
timing characteristics of the ALS and is an indication that
analyzer design and construction were successful in ach
ing good resolution@18#.

There are four modes of data collection with the ion-TO
mass spectrometer: total-ion yield~TIY !, singles, total-
coincident-ion yield~TCY!, and photoion-photoion coinci
dence ~PIPICO!. Total-ion yield spectra are recorded b
scanning the monochromator around the ionization thresh
energy for a core-shell electron of the species under stu
The total number of ions detected is recorded as a functio
photon energy, producing a photoabsorptionlike curve~Fig.
1!. Interactions that result in relaxation through fluoresce
only are not recorded, however; this is only a small fract
of the total number of interaction events (,1%). Total-
coincident-ion-yield curves are taken in a similar mann
monitoring the total number of coincidences between t
ions from the same molecule~Fig. 4!.

In the ‘‘singles’’ mode, time-of-flight spectra~Fig. 5! are
collected with only one or two electron bunches circulati

FIG. 4. Total-coincidence-yield spectrum for H2S.

FIG. 5. TOF singles spectra of HCl and H2S taken above the
Cl 1s and S 1s thresholds, respectively. Two isotopes of chlori
and sulfur are visible.
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in the storage ring. The start pulse for the timing circuit
provided by the detection of an individual ion, and the ri
timing pulse, produced by the periodic pulsing of the S
~328 ns for ALS two-bunch, 567 ns at NSLS!, provides the
stop signal. Thus the ion-TOF singles spectra are inve
relative to actual flight times~i.e., slower ions appear to th
left!. In addition, because the ALS operates in 2-bun
mode, peaks due to the slowest ions ‘‘wrap around’’ in t
narrower time window. The singles spectra in Fig. 5 sh
that photofragmentation dominates and that the fragmen
oms often have a high degree of ionization. Indeed, the m
lecular ions HCl1 and DCl1 are a product of less than 1% o
the photointeractions, and the molecular ion HS1 is pro-
duced in fewer than 3%. These spectra also provide an i
cation of the resolution of the spectrometer. For HCl~Fig. 5!
and DCl ~not shown!, the isotopes35Cl ~75.77%! and 37Cl
~24.23%! are well resolved. The isotopes32S ~95.02%! and
34S ~4.21%! are also easily distinguished in H2S spectra~Fig.
5!. Because ions are measured in coincidence with the
signal, this method has an advantage over electron-ion c
cidence measurements because there is no need to corre
differences in detection efficiency that arise from the diffe
ing numbers of free electrons associated with differ
charge states@21#.

In the PIPICO mode of operation, two ions from the sam
molecule provide the start and stop signals for the tim
circuit ~in this work H1 provides the start, and Cln1 or Sn1

provides the stop!. Thus the difference in flight time betwee
two ions is measured, and the operation mode of the sto
ring is irrelevant. These measurements inherently discri
nate against decay processes where the molecule doe
dissociate, or where the molecule dissociates but one of
fragments is neutral.

Data analysis is essentially the same for both PIPICO
singles spectra. Spectra are taken at a number of photon
ergies in the Cl and SK-shell region. Peaks are integrated
order to determine fractional yields, or branching ratios, a
function of energy.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. HCl, DCl

A total-ion-yield spectrum for HCl near the chlorineK
edge is shown in Fig 1. The molecular orbital notation f
the ground-state electronic configuration of both HCl a
DCl is

1s2 2s2 3s2 1p4 core shells

4s2 5s2 2p4 6s* 0 valence shells. ~1!

The first spectral peak in Fig. 1 is attributed to a resona
transition from a chlorine 1s orbital to a 6s* antibonding
orbital @5#, which is comprised primarily of the atomic chlo
rine 3p and hydrogen 1s orbitals. The second peak in Fig.
results from a superposition of transitions to the Rydb
orbitals 7s* ,3p* , and 8s* derived from the Cl 4p and
higher atomic orbitals.

Figure 6 shows fractional ion yields obtained from H
and DCl singles spectra, whereas Fig. 7 shows fractio
yields obtained from PIPICO spectra. As expected yields
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3760 PRA 58D. L. HANSEN et al.
the Cl31, Cl41, and Cl51 charge states increase abo
threshold, while yields of Cl21 and Cl1 decrease. In the
region below the 1s→6s* resonance, changes in relativ
yields of different ionic states are visible in all of the fra
tional ion yields. The trend is reflected in the sharp incre
in the average charge state~Fig. 8! at energies that are sev
eral linewidths below the resonance~linewidth is 1.86 eV
@5#!. We attribute this effect to pre-edge inner-shell pho
ionization @22#, where the photoelectron is excited to th
Lorentzian profile of a continuum state@23#. Previous studies
have observed the onset of this effect tens of eV below
1s→4p resonance in Ar@24# and for more than 10 eV below
the first sulfurK-edge resonances in OCS and CS2 @22#.

The most prominent feature in Fig. 6, for both the H
and DCl data, is the dip in the fraction of hydrogen produc
on the 1s→6s* resonance, which has been attributed
production of neutral hydrogen@25#. The ratio of hydrogen
ions to chlorine ions~Fig. 9! shows a drop in the hydrogen
to-chlorine ratio of 40% for HCl and 20% for DCl. Althoug
DCl undergoes the same decay transitions as HCl,
amount of neutral hydrogen produced is less by about a
tor of two due to the fact that the heavier deuterium can
escape the attractive potential of a Cl1n ion as quickly as the
lighter hydrogen.

Immediately above the Cl 1s threshold, the fractional ion
yields ~Fig. 6! for Cl31, Cl41, Cl51, and H1 increase
while for Cl21 there is a decrease in yield. The effect
particularly pronounced in the PIPICO yields. Similarly, t
average charge state shows an increase in the same r
~Fig. 8!. These trends have been ascribed to postcollis
interaction~PCI! @26#, where the photoion can recapture t

FIG. 6. Branching ratios as a function of energy for HCl a
DCl singles spectra. The Cl61 peak is omitted for clarity.
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photoelectron following Auger decay.
Structure is also visible in the region between the firs

resonance and threshold. This is particularly true of the P
PICO yield curves. While yields of the higher charge state
(Cl31, Cl41, Cl51) tend to follow the structure of the TIY
spectrum, yields for the lower charge states (Cl1, Cl21)
follow the TIY inversely. This is a result of the fact that the
lower charge states are produced primarily by valence phot
ionization, rather thanK-shell photoionization. Because the
cross section forK-shell photoexcitation increases dramati-

FIG. 7. Branching ratios as a function of energy for HCl and
DCl PIPICO spectra. The Cl61 peak is omitted for clarity.

FIG. 8. Average chlorine charge state for HCl~circles! and DCl
~triangles! singles and PIPICO spectra.
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PRA 58 3761PHOTOFRAGMENTATION OF THIRD-ROW HYDRIDES . . .
cally on resonance, the yields of the higher charge st
increase, thus decreasing the fractional yield for the low
charge states. Between the first and second resonance
opposite is true, and the lowerK-shell cross section results i
an increase in the fractional yields of Cl1, Cl21. A similar
effect is visible in the average charge curves~Fig. 8!, where
the subthreshold structure follows that of the absorpt
cross section.

Figure 10~a! shows the H1 peaks from HCl singles spec
tra taken on the 6s* resonance and at 50 eV above res
nance with the analyzer parallel to the orientation of the
larization vector of the SR. Areas in the peaks a
normalized to one in order to obviate differences in the H1

peak shape caused by changes in theb parameter or the
amount of kinetic energy released as a function of pho
energy. In this context,b is the parameter that describes t
angular distribution of photofragments in the well-known e
pression for the differential photoionization cross sect
@27#

ds

dV
5

s

4pF11
b

2
~3 cos2u21!G . ~2!

Heres is the partial photoionization cross section,V is the
solid angle, andu is the angle between the ejected fragme
and the polarization vector of the SR.

Within experimental error, both curves in Fig. 10~a! have
the same baseline width, indicating that both are the resu
fragments ejected with the same kinetic energy, and that
ferences in peak shapes are due to purely angular eff
These differences arise because of the well-defined sym
try of the resonantly excited orbital~i.e., 6s* ); molecules
with their axes parallel to the polarization vector of the S
preferentially absorb incident photons. Following photoa
sorption by HCl, the molecule will, in most cases, fragme
and because decay and dissociation of the molecule o
rapidly compared to molecular rotations, fragments
ejected parallel to the polarization vector. The double pe
reflect orientation of the molecule due to selective excitati
Because of its smaller mass, H1 is ejected with a much
higher velocity than Cln1; H1 ions ejected toward and

FIG. 9. Ratio of hydrogen~circles! or deuterium~triangles! ions
detected to the sum of all chlorine ions in singles mode.
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away from the detector contribute to the peaks at faster
slower flight times, respectively. The same effect was
served in ion-TOF studies of HCl after excitation of a Cl 2p
electron@28#.

The energy released in fragmentation (U0) can be deter-
mined from the peak width using the expression@1#

U05S qEt

2 D 2 1

2m
, ~3!

whereq, E, t, and m are the charge, electric field in th
interaction region, peak width, and mass of the ion using
units. Equation~3! assumes that fragments are perfec
space focused and that the electric field in the extrac
region is uniform. Deviations from ideal conditions alwa
increase the peak width, thus the values calculated are u
bounds. As a test, the widths of peaks in argon singles s
tra were found to be about 0.1 eV. Because the broadenin
argon can only be the result of instrumental broadening
thermal energy, these spectra provide a good measure o
strumental resolution, which in this case is much better th
the error in the HCl data. For HCl, on resonance, the aver
energy released, as measured by the time between

FIG. 10. H1 peaks from HCl singles spectra.~a! Data taken on
resonance~dotted line!, and 50 eV above resonance~solid line! with
the analyzer parallel to the polarization vector of the SR.~b! Data
taken 10 eV below resonance~dotted!, and 50 eV above resonanc
~solid! with the analyzer parallel to the polarization vector of t
SR. ~c! Data taken on resonance~dotted! and 50 eV above reso
nance~solid! with the analyzer perpendicular to the polarization
the SR. The labels on the topx axis correspond to the 0° plots
while labels on the bottom axis correspond to the 90° plot.
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3762 PRA 58D. L. HANSEN et al.
maxima of the peaks, is 11~2! eV, while the most energetic
ions have an energy of about 48~4! eV.

Figure 10~b! shows H1 peaks from HCl singles spectr
taken 10 eV below and 50 eV above 1s→6s* resonance
with the analyzer in the 0° orientation. It is clear that belo
resonance the H1 peak is narrower than above resonance.
50 eV above resonance, the H1 peak has a width of 25~3! eV
~FWHM!, while the H1 peak for the 10-eV-below spectrum
is 18~2! eV wide ~FWHM!. An identical change in width is
observed in spectra taken at the 90° orientation~not shown!.
This demonstrates that the change in peak width is a resu
a change in the amount of kinetic energy released in fr
mentation rather than an angular effect. This observatio
in line with the fact that below the 6s* resonance and abov
the K-shell threshold we expectb50. In both of these en-
ergy regimes we are dealing with excitations into the c
tinuum, and thus there is no specific orbital symmetry
produce an aligned molecule. Finally, for comparison p
poses, we note that the calculated value for the energy
leased due to the electrostatic repulsion between H1 and
Cln1 is n311.3 eV.

In order to gain a more quantitative description of diss
ciation, we treated the data to determine theb parameter on
resonance. In order to do this, the ratio of the yield of H1 on
resonance to the yield of H1 below resonance was dete
mined. The areas of the H1 peak on resonance@Fig. 10~a!#
and below resonance@Fig. 10~b!# were normalized to this
ratio, and their difference was taken in order to remove
effects of valence and shallow-core-level ionization. T
background-subtracted peak was then fit accurately by
Gaussian peaks, indicating that the H1 intensity is entirely a
result of HCl molecules aligned with the polarization vec
of the SR. Therefore for resonantly excited moleculesb
52 within experimental error. Figure 10~c! shows the H1

peaks from TOF spectra taken on the 6s* resonance and a
50 eV above resonance with the analyzer perpendicula
the polarization vector of the SR. The resonant H1 peak is
significantly narrower than the 50 eV above resonance p
In this orientation, the H1 peak maintains the same width
both on resonance, and below resonance spectra. This
we would expect forb52 since with the analyzer in thi
orientation, the resonantly excited molecules are alig
with their bond axes perpendicular to the analyzer axis,
the kinetic energy released in fragmentation has no effec
the ion flight times.

B. H2S, D2S

Figure 4 shows a total-coincidence-yield spectrum
H2S. The ground-state electronic configuration of H2S is

1a1
2 2a1

2 1b2
2 3a1

2 1b1
2 core shells

4a1
2 2b2

2 5a1
2 2b1

2 valence shells

3b2
0 6a1

0 empty shells. ~4!

The first peak in Fig. 4 is attributed@6,7# to the excitation of
electrons from the sulfur 1s to the 3b2 ~derived from hydro-
gen 1s and sulfur 3px) and 6a1 ~derived from the hydrogen
1s and sulfur 3s, 3pz , 3d) antibonding molecular orbitals
t
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As a result of dipole matrix elements, the contribution of t
a1 orbital is only about 20% of theb2 orbital @6#. The two
resonances are separated by only 0.5 eV@29# and are unre-
solved due to lifetime broadening from the energy lev
~0.3–0.5 eV!, the photon energy width ('0.4 eV), and the
Franck-Condon effect@7#. The second peak in Fig. 4 is a
tributed to excitations from the sulfur 1s to the 4b1 , 4b2 ,
and 8a1 orbitals@5#. Finally, for H2S a third peak, just below
threshold, resulting from transitions to 5p derived Rydberg
orbitals @30# is visible in the TCY spectrum.

In the singles data for both H2S and D2S ~Fig. 11!, the
branching ratios are nearly identical. As the photon ene
increases from below resonance to above theK-shell thresh-
old, the fractional yields for S31 and S41 increase while the
yields for S1 and S21 decrease. The only notable differenc
between the H2S and D2S data is a decreased D1 yield be-
low resonance, which is at least partially a result of a lar
yield for the molecular ion DS1 at below-resonance ene
gies. In addition, trends in the average sulfur charge s
~Fig. 12! are nearly identical for both H2S and D2S and show
a similar, although different in magnitude, enhancement
resonance when compared to the average Cl charge sta
HCl and DCl~Fig. 8!. Again, a sharp increase in the avera
charge state below resonance indicates the onset of pre-
inner-shell ionization.

On the lowest resonance Fig. 11 shows a depletion in
H1 yield. As with HCl, we attribute this to neutral dissocia
tion of hydrogen. In this energy range the magnitude of
DS1 peak in the spectra indicates that this is not a resul
an increased molecular ion yield. Furthermore, the cha
states that show an enhanced yield on resonance relativ

FIG. 11. Branching ratios as a function of energy for H2S and
D2S singles spectra. The S51 peak is omitted for clarity.
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PRA 58 3763PHOTOFRAGMENTATION OF THIRD-ROW HYDRIDES . . .
their above-threshold values in the singles spectra~Fig. 11!
show a smaller yield on resonance than above threshol
the PIPICO spectra~Fig. 13!. For both H2S and D2S, Fig. 14
shows that about 30% less H1 is detected on resonance tha
above threshold.

Because H2S is a triatomic molecule, the dissociation pi
ture is slightly more complicated than in HCl. Auger dec
competes with dissociation of not just one but possibly b
hydrogen atoms:

H2S1hn→H2S* ~1a1
21 3b2

11* !. ~5!

FIG. 12. Average sulfur charge state for H2S ~circles! and D2S
~triangles! singles and PIPICO spectra.

FIG. 13. Branching ratios as a function of energy for H2S and
D2S PIPICO spectra. The S51 peak is omitted for clarity.
in

h

In Eq. ~5! the notation 3b2
11 is shorthand for excitation into

either the 3b2 or 6a1 orbital. The key point in this discussio
is to delineate the different possible mechanisms in wh
molecular dissociation will compete with Auger decay.
the first mechanism

H2S* ~1a1
21 3b2

11* !

→H01Hn11S* ~1s21 3p11* !1ne2

→H01Hn11S1* ~2p22 3p11* !1~n11!e2 ~6!

we have dissociation of both hydrogens prior to Auger d
cay, and one or both of the hydrogens are neutral (n50 or
1!. Alternatively,

H2S* ~1a1
21 3b2

11* !

→Hn11HS* ~1s21 3p11* !1ne2

→Hn11HS1* ~1p22 3p11* !1~n11!e2 ~7!

one hydrogen dissociates prior to the Auger decay, and
other dissociates after Auger decay, with at least one dis
ciating as a neutral, or

H2S* ~1a1
21 3b2

11* !→H2S
1* ~1bm

22 3b2
11* !1e2,

~8!

where dissociation of both hydrogens occurs following t
Auger decay of the 1s hole in the molecule, and 1bm is
shorthand for the 1b1 and 1b2 molecular orbitals derived
from the S 2p atomic orbitals. Again, as in the chlorin
case, 2p-derived holes also will subsequently relax, typica
through Auger decay.

Ab initio studies@31# show that forL-shell decay there is
only a very small contribution from the decay channel th
involves dissociation of both hydrogens prior to autoioniz
tion. This is due to the relatively high cost in energy that th
process requires. Furthermore, electron-spectroscopy stu
@10,11# of the decay ofL-shell holes in H2S show that the
primary channel involves dissociation of one hydrogen at
followed by Auger decay from the excited HS molecule. T
present data do not allow us to determine if the shorterK-

FIG. 14. Ratio of hydrogen~circles! or deuterium~triangles!
ions detected to the sum of all sulfur ions detected in singles mo
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hole lifetime is sufficient to cause a change in the prim
decay path when compared to theL-core hole. Further stud
ies will be required to determine if the antibonding orbital
repulsive enough to cause neutral fragmentation on a sh
time scale than the lifetime of theK-shell hole.

Previous studies@26# have shown that when HCl frag
ments into H1 and Cln1 the decay process can be similar
that for the Ar(n11)1 ion. The data suggest that a simil
analogy can be made between the Cln1 ion and the S(n21)1

ion. The singles fractional ion yield for S31 ~Fig. 11! shows
an enhancement on both the first and Rydberg resonanc
a manner that is qualitatively similar to Cl41 in HCl ~Fig. 6!.
Thus it seems likely that the relaxation pathways that
hance the Cl41 yield following resonant excitation are analo
gous to those causing enhancement in the S31 yield. For
S21, the fractional yield from the singles spectra~Fig. 11!
shows only a slight resonant enhancement, while the PIP
spectra~Fig. 13! show a distinct enhancement in yield on t
6a1-3b2 resonance, indicating that at least one of the hyd
gens fragments as H1. If the other hydrogen fragments as
neutral, the increase in the S21 PIPICO yield~Fig. 13! can
be explained as analogous to the enhanced Cl31 yield ~Fig.
6! upon excitation to the lowest unoccupied molecular
bital.

The I (H1)/I (Cln1) andI (H1)/I (Sn1) ratios~Figs. 9 and
14! also point out inherent uncertainties in data collectio
Above threshold, where the molecules are nearly comple
fragmented, theI (H1)/I (Cln1) ratio should be one, and th
I (H1)/I (Sn1) ratio should be two. However, in the prese
experimental setup, only one ion from a fragmentation ev
is detected. Both the H1 and its sister ion (Cln1 or Sn1)
from the same molecule have approximately equal proba
ties to reach the detector. However, because of its sm
mass, the H1 ion will reach the detector first. If the H1 ion is
detected, no more ions will be detected from that fragm
tation event. Thus Cln1 or Sn1 has a smaller probability o
being detected dependent on the detection efficiency for1.
This effect is in competition with a slightly smaller extra
tion efficiency for the H1 ions. Earlier we mentioned that a
H1 ions created at the tip of the gas needle with an energ
less than 50 eV would be collected. In practice, because
photon beam traverses the entire aperture, not all H1 ions are
created at the tip of the needle, and some are lost. It app
that for HCl ~Fig. 9!, the second effect dominates as e
denced by the fact that the above-threshold ratio is,1. On
the other hand, for H2S, the faster H1 flight time and the fact
that there are two H1 ions causes some discriminatio
against the Sn1 ion causingI (H1)/I (Sn1).2.

Figures 15~a! and 15~b! show H1 peaks from singles
spectra of H2S taken with the analyzer oriented parallel
the polarization vector of the SR, while Fig. 15~c! shows H1

peaks taken with the analyzer in the perpendicular orie
tion. The data are shown from spectra taken 50 eV above
eV below, and on the 6a1 ,3b2 resonance. The peaks in the
spectra show an asymmetry with the right side~shorter flight
time! having a higher intensity. This can be explained by
fact that when H2S fragments, one of the H1 ions will reach
the detector faster than the other. If the faster H1 ion is
detected, it will not be possible for the slower H1 ion to be
y
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detected, resulting in discrimination against the slower1

ion and the difference in intensity@32#.
Trends in the widths of the hydrogen peaks in these sp

tra are similar to those observed for HCl. For the para
orientation, within experimental error, the widths of the o
resonance and above-resonance H1 peaks are identica
@15~2! eV and 17~2! eV FWHM, respectively#, while the
below-resonance peak is narrower@11~2! eV FWHM#. Fur-
thermore, for spectra taken in the perpendicular orienta
the H1 peaks from the on-resonance and below-resona
spectra are nearly identical in width@13~2! eV FWHM#
while the above-resonance H1 peak is wider @18~2! eV
FWHM, Fig. 15~c!#. The fact that H2S is a ‘‘bent’’ triatomic
molecule withC2v symmetry, and the fact that the first res
nant peak is the result of excitations to two orbitals of d
ferent symmetry (6a1 and 3b2) makes data interpretatio
more difficult. However, the data presented here are con
tent with previousK-shell measurements of H2S, which re-
port a positiveb on the 6a1,3b2 resonance@33#.

Following excitation of aK-shell electron by an inciden
photon, a high degree of molecular fragmentation, and fr
ment~chlorine or sulfur! ionization of the atom was observe
in HCl, DCl, H2S, and D2S. On resonance, a positiveb was
observed, as well as a significant decrease in the yield
hydrogen detected. Resonant decreases in H1 yields are at-
tributed to increases in the amounts of neutral hydrogen
ated. These increases in the production of neutral hydro

FIG. 15. H1 peaks from H2S singles spectra.~a! Data taken on
resonance~dotted! and 50 eV above resonance~solid! with the ana-
lyzer parallel to the polarization vector of the SR.~b! Data taken 10
eV below resonance~solid!, and on resonance~dotted! with the
analyzer parallel to the polarization vector of the SR.~c! Data taken
on resonance~dotted! and 50 eV above resonance~solid! with the
analyzer perpendicular to the polarization of the SR.
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correspond to increases in Cl31 or S21 yields. Because thes
are the first studies of this type on these molecules atK-shell
energies, a number of questions remain. Electr
spectroscopy studies of these molecules will be require
elucidate the multitude of decay paths and determine if fr
mentation of the molecule occurs on the same time scal
Auger decay of the deep-inner-core hole. In addition, e
dence was found for the occurrence of pre-edge ionizatio
a K-shell electron below resonance, as well as postcollisi
interaction effects in the energy regimes immediately ab
the K-shell threshold.
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